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Summary 

The dissertation provides a detailed analysis of central documents from the Common Word dialogue 

process between senior Muslim and Christian leaders. The process started in 2007 with the open 

letter A Common word between Us and You (ACW) in which 138 senior Muslim scholars and leaders 

invite Christian leaders to dialogue. The letter asserts that faith in the oneness of God and the twin 

commandment to love God and neighbour form a “common ground” for Muslims and Christians.  

The dissertation’s main research question is “how does dialogue between senior religious leaders 

centred on ACW contribute to wider discourses on Muslim-Christian relations?” This is concretised in 

a series of sub-questions. Through his search for a reading strategy, the candidate further develops a 

second research question: “How can speech act analysis contribute to a better understanding of 

interreligious dialogue?” The dissertation pays particular attention to the interaction between 

various contributions to the dialogue process, and part I develops a reading strategy based on speech 

act theory. The notions of saming and othering are also developed in order to explore how ideas 

about differences and similarities are being managed in the texts. 

The reading strategy is put to work in part II which is the central part of the dissertation. The 

candidate tracks the dialogue process, places it within the wider context of organised interreligious 

dialogue and conducts a detailed reading of the various texts. Regarding ACW the analysis brings out 

a number of ambiguities, inter alia how the text may function differently depending on in what form 

it reaches its readers: as theological treatise, as an open letter, or through the orchestrated media 

friendly launch which the candidate calls “the ACW event”.  

The analysis of church leaders’ responses shows how different potential meanings of ACW are given 

actual expression in varying interpretations of what ACW is and does. The title of the dissertation is 

inspired by a central finding: The meaning of the dialogue initiative is produced through the text’s 

interaction with church leaders who utilise it to further their own dialogue agendas: Not only do 

specific interpretations of ACW lead to its being welcomed, but the desire to welcome it may also 

lead to specific interpretations. 

This and other fruits of the speech act analytical approach are further developed in part III. Chapter 

13 shows how the de-contextualised form of the exchange and repeated reference to broad entities 

such as “Christians” and “Muslims” sometimes make it impossible to identify actors behind speech 

acts. The candidate suggests that the process contributes to a “myth of interreligious dialogue” that 

is only efficacious to the extent contextually rooted Muslims and Christians live together according to 

the ideals spelt out in the dialogue documents. 

In Chapter 14 the candidate suggests that many participants in the exchange employ what he calls “a 

hermeneutics of good will”. This contrasts with a hermeneutics of suspicion, but is also different 

from reading in good faith: It implies employing a strong will (and therefore power) in reading one’s 

own dialogue agenda into the dialogue partners’ texts. 



Chapter 15 follows up on the same topic and develops the observation from part II that Christian 

respondents without exception choose to give most – and often exclusive – attention to what ACW 

says about love for neighbour and neglect its attention to God’s oneness. This has the effect that a 

dialogue process that could have developed into discussions on fundamental theology is drawn 

towards the ethical and political discussions that dominate many other current dialogue processes. 

Although intended to break down barriers, such dialogue also has its own exclusion mechanisms 

affecting those unwilling to accept its underlying assumptions. 

 


